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Magnetic properties of transition metal fluorides MF2 „MÄMn, Fe, Co, Ni… via high-energy
photon diffraction
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We present an overview of recent results from nonresonant magnetic diffraction experiments on the antifer-
romagnetic compounds MnF2 , FeF2 , CoF2, and NiF2 using high-energy synchrotron radiation of photon
energies above 100 keV. New results are presented on the determination of the spin and of theL/S ratio for
CoF2 and NiF2. For CoF2, the saturation value of the long-range-ordered pure spinSz componentSz

51.11(1) is considerably lower than the valueSz53/2 for the free Co21 ion. This is in contrast to our results
for NiF2, where the full spin of the free transition-metal ion was found,Sz50.98(1). The temperature depen-
dence of the magnetization in the critical region as well as in the low-temperature region is also presented. For
all compounds, Ising behavior is found in the critical regime, whereas the crossover to the low-temperature
spin-wave behavior varies. We attribute this to different anisotropies in this series of compounds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transition-metal difluorides were investigated ext
sively in the fifties and sixties. Lately, renewed interest
MnF2 has arisen, since it is an excellent material for study
the properties of the magnetic x-ray scattering cross sec
at high photon energies. It has been shown that the abso
magnetic moment can be deduced very reliably by t
method.1 Due to the high momentum space resolution, a v
accurate determination of the critical exponent at the ph
transition is possible.2 Studies of the other transition-met
difluorides FeF2,3 CoF2, and NiF2 were subsequently unde
taken. It became clear that interesting features related to
spin magnetic moment and the low-temperature behavio
the magnetic moment are present.

The fluorides we investigated all have the same tetrago
rutile-type crystal structure with space groupP42 /mnm~see
Fig. 2!; NiF2 develops a small orthorhombic distortion belo
TN .4 At low temperatures, MnF2 , FeF2, and CoF2 exhibit a
two-sublattice antiferromagnetic ordering in which all spi
are aligned along the tetragonalc axis. In NiF2, the moments
lie in the ab plane at an angle of about 0.9° to theb axis,
resulting in a small ferromagnetic moment along thea
axis.5,6 Due to the non-symmorphic space group, the Bra
reflections of type (h00) and (00,) with h or , odd are
extinct in all compounds, allowing the measurement of
weak magnetic reflections at these positions.

In the series of transition-metal difluorides, only MnF2
does not show an orbital contribution to the magnetic m
ment. This is as expected for a half-filled 3d shell. The other
three compounds show a significant albeit quenched orb
contribution to the magnetic moment. This quenching is o
partially lifted by the spin-orbitLS coupling.
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Only with the development of the new synchrotron rad
tion sources it has become possible to use magnetic x
scattering as a method of separating spin~S! and orbital~L!
moment contributions directly. The ratioL/S can be deter-
mined with nonresonant magnetic scattering in the regime
conventional hard x-ray energies~4–20 keV! by using polar-
ization analysis. Here, one takes advantage of the diffe
polarization factors of the spin and orbital components in
magnetic scattering cross section. This technique is accu
to about 10%.7 By combination of these results with thos
from magnetic neutron diffraction, which measures the to
magnetic moment~including spin and orbital part!, the spin
magnetic moment can be extracted. Other indirect meth
of measuring the spin magnetic moment include nucle
magnetic-resonance~NMR! and far-infrared absorption
spectroscopy.8,9

In contrast, high-energy magnetic x-ray diffraction is se
sitive only to the ordered spin component; the spin magn
moment is measured directly. When the magnetic signa
normalized to the charge signal, this value can be determ
on an absolute scale with an accuracy of about 2%.3 This
normalization technique is analogous to that of magne
neutron diffraction, in which the absolute value of the to
magnetic moment can be determined by normalizing
magnetic scattering to the nuclear signal.

The saturation values of the pure magnetic spin mome
of MnF2 and FeF2 have already been determined by hig
energy x-ray diffraction.1,3 It turns out that in these materials
the measured spin magnetic moment is, within error, ide
cal to the spin moment expected for the free magnetic
(5mB for MnF2, and 4mB for FeF2). This is apparently not
the case for CoF2, for which both calculation and indirec
measurements suggest an effective spin considerably lo
than the free ion value ofS53/2 for Co21. In this paper we
©2004 The American Physical Society17-1
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present an investigation of the spin magnetic moments of
remaining members of the series: CoF2 and NiF2.

In addition to determining the magnetic moment, we ha
investigated the magnetic phase transition, as well as
temperature dependence of the magnetic Bragg intens
The investigation of the temperature dependence with h
energy x rays takes advantage of the high-momentum~Q!
space resolution of x-ray diffraction at the synchrotron co
pared to that in neutron scattering experiments. Becaus
the narrow rocking curves of the Bragg reflections, the Bra
intensity can easily be separated from the much wider diff
scattering background in the critical regime near the N´el
temperature. Also, the separation of the weak magnetic
flections from Renninger reflections arising due to multip
scattering at the charge-forbidden positions is more ea
done.

An introduction to high-energy x-ray diffraction is give
in Sec. II. The formalism for obtaining the spin form factor
presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the experimental setup
the properties of the CoF2 and NiF2 crystals are detailed. Th
results of the temperature-dependent measurements, as
as the determination of the absolute magnetic moment,
given in Sec. V. The corrections which have been applied
discussed. Finally, the results are discussed in Sec. VI
summarized in Sec. VII.

II. HIGH-ENERGY x-RAY DIFFRACTION

High-energy x-ray diffraction is complementary to ne
tron diffraction in many respects, mainly due to the low a
sorption of high-energy photons in matter. This allows us
investigate the bulk properties of the same materials w
neutrons and high-energy x rays, even with the same sam
environments.10 Due to the high momentum space resoluti
of x-ray diffraction ~on the order of 1024 to 1025 Å21),
Bragg intensities can be separated very well from criti
diffuse background. Critical phenomena can thus be inve
gated with great accuracy. We used high-energy magn
x-ray diffraction as a probe to investigate the magnetic pr
erties related to the pure spin moment and the magn
phase transitions. The differential scattering cross section
magnetic diffraction for high photon energies above 80 k
takes the following simple form:11

ds

dV
5r 0

2S lC

d D 2

uS'u2, ~2.1!

where r 0 is the classical electron radius,lC the Compton
wavelength,d the interplanar lattice spacing, andS' the Fou-
rier transform of the spin component perpendicular to
diffraction plane. Because both the prefactors in Eq.~2.1!
and the ratio of the number of unpaired electrons to the t
number of electrons are small quantities, the magnetic sig
for transition-metal compounds is typically six orders
magnitude smaller than the signal from charge scatter
For nonzeroQ values, the next significant contributions ari
from spin and orbital contributions in the scattering pla
perpendicular to the scattering vector. These are insignific
in our scattering geometry because of the experimental c
figuration. In addition, these contributions are suppressed
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sinu with respect toS' in the scattering cross section.2 The
validity of Eq. ~2.1! for energies larger than 100 keV ha
been demonstrated experimentally1 and later confirmed
theoretically.12 Hence, to a first approximation, no orbita
contribution to the magnetic signal exists with this metho
For neutrons, on the other hand, the diffracted intensity
proportional to the linear combinationLW (QW )12SW (QW ) of the
Fourier transforms of the orbital and spin angular momen
Thus, by combining the results of high-energy x-ray a
neutron-diffraction experiments, orbital and spin contrib
tions can be separated without further theoretical assu
tions.

The high-energy scattering cross section~2.1! shows no
polarization dependence. This implies that it is not possi
to identify the magnetic character of a scattered signal
polarization analysis, as is possible for medium-energy
rays. It is, however, possible to identify the magnetic con
bution from angular and temperature dependences.

Since the small magnetic intensities are diffracted pur
kinematically, an enhancement due to the sample volu
occurs. Maximum magnetic intensities are thus obtained
sample thicknesses on the order of the absorption length

III. SPIN MAGNETIC MOMENTS FROM HIGH-ENERGY
PHOTON DIFFRACTION

To obtain absolute values for the spin magnetic struct
factor and thus the spin magnetic moment, it is necessar
normalize the measured magnetic intensities to a quan
which takes account of the reflectivity of the given cryst
Such a quantity is the charge-scattered signal, measure
exactly the same geometry as the magnetic signal. Never
less, to be able to use this signal for normalization, either
incident intensity has to be known very accurately or t
charge structure factors have to be known. Since the
requirement is hard to fulfill at the synchrotron with the a
curacy needed here, we used the second method.

Thus, in addition to the magnetic reflections, charge
flections have to be measured. The problem which ar
here is the limited dynamical range of photon detectors. I
not possible to measure the weak magnetic signal and
strong charge signal in the same configuration. To meas
the charge signal, the photon beam has to be attenuated,
by thick iron absorbers, which have to be calibrated in or
to obtain the true photon count rate~see Sec. V B!. The ab-
solute magnetic structure factor is then calculated from
magnetic and charge-scattered intensities according to
following equation which derives from Eq.~2.1!, with incor-
poration of the geometry of the experiment and some sam
properties:

uFmu25
I m

I c
S d

lC
D 2sin2um

sin2uc
uFcu2

yext

Wm
. ~3.1!

HereI m is the integrated magnetic intensity,I c the integrated
intensity of the charge reflections, andum and uc are the
Bragg angles of the magnetic and the charge reflections
spectively.Fc is the charge-density structure factor includin
the Debye-Waller factor,yext is the corresponding extinction
7-2
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF TRANSITION METAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 014417 ~2004!
coefficient, andWm is the Debye-Waller factor of the mag
netic reflection. The most critical variable isyext , which
must be determined experimentally~see Sec. V B!.

The magnetic structure factor for a neutron diffracti
experiment in the dipole approximation for transition me
ions is:13

Fm
n ~Q!5gzS f~Q! ~3.2!

52S@^ j 0~Q!& ~3.3!

1~gz/221!~^ j 0~Q!&1^ j 2~Q!&!], ~3.4!

with gz5^0uLz12Szu0&/^0uSzu0& the gyromagnetic ratio
where u0& denotes the ground state wave function. In t
case of high-energy x rays, only the first part~3.3! is mea-
sured, whereas the second part~3.4! represents the orbita
contribution. High-energy magnetic diffraction and neutr
diffraction are thus complementary probes which allow us
separate the spin and orbital components.

Finally, the magnetic structure factorFm(Q) is directly
related to the magnetic moment by

mcorr5
Fm~Q50!

Nm
3

S

^S&0
~3.5!

whereNm denotes the number of magnetic ions per unit c
and the fractionS/^S&0 denotes the correction for the zer
point reduction of the magnetic moment: the actual measu
spin at zero temperature is^S&0 and the pure spin quantum
number isS.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments on MnF2 and FeF2 were performed at
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility~ESRF! in
Grenoble and the Advanced Photon Source~APS! at Ar-
gonne National Laboratory~ANL !, respectively, and have
been described elsewhere.1,3 The experiments on CoF2 and
NiF2 were conducted at the high-energy wiggler beamline
the Basic Energy Science Synchrotron Radiation Cent14

~BESSRC! and at the high-energy undulator station of t
Midwest University Collaborative Access Team15 ~Mu-CAT!
at the APS.

At BESSRC, an annealed Si~311! crystal (u51.9°,
Dl/l50.003) was chosen as the monochromator. The c
tal diffracts the wiggler beam horizontally into the expe
mental hutch, providing a photon energy of 115 keV a
suppressing the second harmonic. The vertical scatte
plane was defined by a second monochromator in the exp
mental station. To get maximum intensity, an annea
Si~220! monochromator with a rocking curve width of 6 ar
sec at 115 keV was used. Since the rocking curve width
the CoF2 ~300! magnetic reflection is very narrow, with a fu
width at half maximum~FWHM! of 8.4 arcsec~see Fig. 1!,
the resolution function broadens the reflection width cons
erably. To determine the true rocking curve width of t
sample, a perfect Si~220! crystal was used temporarily a
second monochromator, with a rocking curve width of 0
arcsec at 115 keV. The rocking curve width of the magne
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~300! reflection in this case was 6.8~5! arcsec FWHM. A
liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge solid-state detector was used, p
viding an energy resolution of about 300 eV. The beam s
at the sample position was 131.5 mm2.

The lattice constants of CoF2 area5b54.6941 Å andc
53.1698 Å at 10 K.16 The CoF2 sample investigated is a
single crystal with a thickness of 1.91~2! mm and a face of
2.332.2 mm2. For the first experiment at BESSRC, it wa
mounted in an open-cycle helium-flow cryostat to reach te
peratures as low as 4.6 K. The helium-flow cryostat has
advantage that it reaches slightly lower temperatures tha
Displex and, even more importantly, that it has no vibratio
Vibrations would have made an absolute measuremen
crystals of the quality of the CoF2 crystal impossible, since
they result in a rocking of the crystal by several arcsecon
While diffracting from (h00) reflections, thec axis of the
crystal was oriented perpendicular to the diffraction pla
Since the magnetic moments in CoF2 are aligned along thec
axis ~Fig. 2!, the total magnetic spin moment was there

FIG. 1. Rocking curve of~a! the magnetic~300! reflection of
CoF2 at 5 K and~b! the magnetic~001! reflection of NiF2 at 10 K.
The FWHM’s are 8.4 and 10.1 arcsec, respectively, using an im
fect Si~311! monochromator. The lines show a Gaussian fit to
data.

FIG. 2. Unit cell of CoF2. The arrows show the directions of th
magnetic moments in the antiferromagnetic phase.
7-3
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measured@see Eq.~2.1!#.
The experiment was conducted in bisecting mode. Thu

was possible to use an additional axis, mounted on top of
v circle and perpendicular to it, as a trueC rotation around
the scattering vector. This was very convenient in order
avoid Renninger-reflections due to multiple scattering.C
scans, performed while maintaining the reflection conditi
were used to find locations where no Renninger reflecti
were superposed on the magnetic reflections. Because o
small wavelength, the radius of the Ewald sphere is lar
and thus the density of Renninger peaks alongC is high.
Nevertheless, they can always be avoided by aC rotation.
This was discussed in detail in our study of MnF2.2

The lattice parameters of NiF2 at room temperature ar
a5b54.6478 Å andc53.0745 Å.17 The magnetic momen
below TN lies in the ab plane with a small ferromagneti
moment along thea axis. Therefore, a different geometry ha
to be chosen. In addition, the crystal has to be rendered m
odomain, since in the absence of an external magnetic fi
the crystal forms@110#-twinned magnetic domains.4 We used
strong U-shaped permanent magnets to apply a 900 G
along the beam direction, thereby orienting the smalla-axis
ferromagnetic moments parallel to the beam. The crystal
mounted with thec axis in the scattering plane. The sta
gered antiferromagnetic moments were correspondingly
ented perpendicular to the diffraction plane, and theref
contributed maximally to the magnetically scattered signa
the (00,) reflections.

A second experiment on CoF2 was conducted at Mu-CAT
Here, a horizontally diffracting double monochromator w
used. It was tuned to provide 50-keV photons in the fi
harmonic. The experiment itself was performed using
third harmonic of the monochromator, resulting in a phot
energy of 150 keV. The experiment was conducted in
horizontal scattering plane. A cryocooled Ge solid-state
tector was used. The CoF2 crystal was mounted in an ‘‘or
ange’’ liquid-helium bath cryostat. In this case, theC scans
were performed with thef tilt underneathx, with v in the
bisecting geometry.

V. RESULTS

We present results on CoF2 and NiF2. These are the tem
perature dependence at low temperatures and in the cr
region and the absolute spin magnetic moment. For comp
son, they are shown together with previous results on M2
and FeF2.2,1,3 In the case of the low-temperature behavior
the magnetic intensities and the magnetization we have
evaluated data from previous measurements on MnF2 and
FeF2.

A. Temperature behavior

The temperature dependence of the~300! reflection of
CoF2 was investigated over the entire antiferromagne
region, from 4.6 K up to the antiferromagnetic-t
paramagnetic phase-transition temperatureTN539.14(1) K.
The smallest temperature step, just belowTN , was 0.1 K.
The reduced magnetizationm5M (T)/M (0) was fitted by
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the power lawm5Dtb, wheret5(12T/TN) is the reduced
temperature andb the critical exponent. The fit to the dat
between 34 K and 0.1 K belowTN yieldsb50.306(6). The
power-law fit is shown in Fig. 3 in double-logarithmic scal
The low-temperature behavior of the intensity of the Co2
magnetic reflections differs significantly from the behav
found for the other fluoride compounds but agrees well w
the result plotted in Ref. 18 for the~100! magnetic reflection
measured by neutron scattering, as seen in Fig. 4. The c
clearly cannot be described by mean-field theory, but inst
shows a behavior closer to that of an Ising magnet.

The temperature dependence of the magnetization of N2
in the critical region and over the full temperature range
shown in Figs. 3 and 5, respectively, together with those
MnF2 and FeF2. The intensities were determined from sca
tering of the ~001! magnetic reflection betweenTN512 K
and 74.12 K, with the magnetic field constantly applied
thea direction. From the fit to the data between 68 K and 0
K below TN , we findb50.311(4) for the critical exponent
a value similar to that of CoF2 ~Fig. 3!. The behavior over
the full temperature range belowTN outside the critical re-
gion can be described quite well by the mean-field theory
in the case for MnF2 and FeF2.

B. Absolute spin magnetic moment of CoF2 and NiF2

The magnetic~100! and ~300! reflections of CoF2 were
measured at BESSRC at the lowest accessible temperatu
4.6 K. The integrated intensities were determined at sev
different positions inC with C;0 ~i.e., Suu( k̂i3 k̂f)), and
thec axis thus is perpendicular to the scattering plane. He
k̂i andk̂f are the incident and scattered wave vectors, resp
tively. The integrated intensities were determined to an ac
racy of 3% and 2%, respectively. In addition,~200! and~400!
charge reflections were measured. These are used to no

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetization in
critical region in double logarithmic scale with the respecti
power-law fit.
7-4
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MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF TRANSITION METAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 014417 ~2004!
ize the magnetic reflections to obtain absolute magnetic
ments according to Eq.~3.1!. In order to eliminate possible
systematic errors due to absorption, extinction, or dead t
of the counting chain, the experiment was repeated un
different conditions of photon energy and scattering geo
etry at the Mu-CAT beamline. Since the third harmonic w
used in order to obtain 150 keV photon energy, it was
possible in this second experiment to measure the~300! re-
flection because the~100! reflection diffracts the main wave
length l simultaneously. We instead used the~500! reflec-
tion, which could be measured very reliably.

For NiF2, the magnetic~001! and ~003! reflections were
measured atC;0 with an accuracy of 3% and 8%, respe
tively. Here, the magnetic intensities were normalized
the charge intensities obtained from the~002! and ~004!
reflections.

The charge structure factors, which are essential for
determination of the absolute magnetic intensities, have b
determined very accurately byg-ray experiments at a photo
energy of 316.5 keV using an192Ir source.17 The values for
the main (h00) charge reflections for CoF2, measured at 15
K and given in electron units areF(200)520.682,F(400)
529.954, andF(600)521.218.19 The values for NiF2 for
the (00,) reflections obtained for 15 K areF(002)
553.159 andF(004)525.793.17 These structure factors ar
corrected for extinction and include only the Debye-Wal
factor.

The normalization requires different corrections to be
plied to the charge intensities. At BESSRC, the dead time
the counting chain has been measured as 3.5ms; this has
been applied to the raw intensities. For the Mu-CAT expe

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the sublattice magnetiza
in CoF2. The solid points show the data taken at the~300! reflection
using 115-keV photons and the open circles are the values obta
by neutron scattering by Martel, Cowley and Stevenson~Ref. 18!.
The solid line represents the mean-field behavior forS53/2 and the
dashed line the Ising behavior.
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ment, a dead time of only 1.5ms was determined, due to th
smaller shaping time of the signal amplifier. The intensit
of the charge reflections, which had to be measured w
thick Fe attenuators, have been corrected to obtain the
intensities. The determination of the absorption coefficien
BESSRC was made by measuring the intensity with a var
of attenuator thicknesses, ranging from 51 and 69 mm.
absorption coefficientm50.2168(30) mm21 was deter-
mined from the corresponding exponential fit. At Mu-CAT,
number of 3-mm-thick Fe-absorbers were calibrated in
vidually. This results in an accuracy of the integrated inte
sities of the charge reflections of better than 2%.

Extinction turns out to be the most important correcti
involved in the determination of the absolute magnetic m
ment. However, while absorption can either be calcula
very reliably or measured directly, extinction is not direct
accessible by either method. The extinction correction
FeF2 ~rocking curve FWHM545 arcsec) differs only by 1%
when the Zachariasen20 or the Becker and Coppens model21

is used. The difference becomes more severe for the alm
perfect CoF2 or NiF2 crystals, with intrinsic widths ofh
56.8(5) andh58.5(5) arcsec~FWHM!, respectively. Here,
the more accurate and refined model of Becker and Copp
must be used. The rocking curves of the magnetic reflecti
can be described quite well by Gaussians, as shown in F
for the ~300! reflection. Theg value for a Gaussian mosai
distribution isg5(2ln2/p)1/2/h. The extinction coefficients
were determined for the~200! and~400! charge reflections of
CoF2 and the~002! and ~004! reflections of NiF2.

The extinction lengthL5Vuc /(r 0luFcu) is of the order of
80 mm, whereVuc is the unit cell volume. Since the mosa

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the sublattice magnetiza
derived from the magnetic~300! reflection of MnF2 and FeF2 and
from the ~001! reflection of NiF2, together with mean-field curve
for S55/2 ~dotted line!, S52 ~dashed line! andS51 ~dash-dotted
line!.
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STREMPFER, RU¨ TT, BAYRAKCI, BRÜCKEL, AND JAUCH PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 014417 ~2004!
block size is much smaller~on the order of 1mm), primary
extinction effects associated with coherent scattering in
individual perfect crystal block are absent. Secondary ext
tion is the loss due to incoherent scattering from several
ferent mosaic blocks. As shown in~Ref. 22!, the type-I
model~in which the mosaic block orientation dominates! can
be applied. The extinction can then be determined dire
from the parameterh. For CoF2 the extinction is 42% and
44% at 115 keV and 29% and 31% at 150 keV for the~200!
and ~400! reflections, respectively. In the case of NiF2, the
extinction for the~002! reflection was severe because of t
comparably very strong structure factor. The extinctio
were 75% and 25% for the~002! and ~004! reflections, re-
spectively, but could nonetheless be accounted for by
Becker and Coppens extinction model very accurately w
an estimated error of 4% in the extinction coefficientyext .
The incident flux on the sample as determined from b
reflections agrees to within 0.5%, which confirms the re
ability of the correction.

In the determination of the absolute spin magnetic m
ments the smallest error is achieved by extrapolation if o
the reflection with the lowestQ is used, e.g.~100!. At this
low-Q point, even a considerable difference of the for
factor behavior between the theory and the measured da
high Q has a very small effect on the extrapolation. Add
tional information can be obtained on the behavior of
form factor as a function of Q. Since only the spin comp
nent of the magnetic cross section is measured,Fm(Q)
should follow ^ j 0& without the contribution of higher-orde
functions, as Eq.~3.3! shows. This allows us to evaluat
possible contraction or expansion of the wave functions
the unpaired electrons with respect to the free-ion form f
tor, as has been reported in the case of NiO.23,7

The magnetic structure factor of CoF2, calculated accord-
ing to Eq. ~3.1! with the above corrections applied to th
charge intensities, is shown in Fig. 6. The 150-keV expe
ment at Mu-CAT confirmed the 115-keV BESSRC resu
with reduced extinction. The magnetic structure factor de
mined from each experiment is given in Table I. The sp
magnetic moment was obtained from a fit of the free
form factor f (Q)5^ j 0(Q)& to the structure factor values
Since ^ j 0(Q50)&51 by definition, the fit parameter give
the spin magnetic moment directly. The result is shown
Table I for each experiment separately (mS) and the two
experiments combined (m̄S). In the determination ofm̄S the
~100! value receives a considerably higher weighting.
should be noted that both experiments give exactly the s
result. We takem̄S52.213(12)mB as our final value, uncor
rected for the zero-point motion. This corresponds toS
51.107(9). The resulting value if a correction of the zer
point motion of the moment of 2%, similar to FeF2,3 is ap-
plied, is mS

corr52.258(15)mB . This value is 25% smalle
than the value for the free Co21 ion of mS53mB .

The corresponding data for NiF2 are also shown in Table
I with the magnetic structure factor obtained from the
shown in Fig. 7. The effect of the canting of the spins on
absolute value of the magnetic moment is negligible. T
value of m̄S51.958(22)mB is identical to the value of the
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magnetic moment of the free Ni21-ion of m52mB if a 2%
reduction due to zero-point motion is considered.

The estimated standard deviations given in Table I are
to statistical error in the count rates of the intensities and
uncertainties in the extinction and Debye-Waller facto
Systematic errors due to multiple scattering or the extinct
model are not included in the numbers. They are estimate
lie in the range of 2–3% of the magnetic moments.

FIG. 6. Absolute magnetic structure factor of CoF2 at T55 K
determined with 115-keV and 150-keV photons. The 115 keV d
were taken on the~100! and ~300! reflections. The 150-keV data
were taken on the~100! and~500! reflections. The solid line shows
a fit of ^ j 0& for the free Co21 ion to the data.

FIG. 7. Absolute magnetic structure factor of NiF2 at T
510 K, determined with 115 keV photons. The solid line show
fit of ^ j 0& for the free Ni21 ion to the data.
7-6
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If the values of the experimentally determined magne
structure factor are compared to the tabulated free ion f
factor ^ j 0&, an expansion of the CoF2 form factor by about
4% along thea(b) axis can be deduced. In NiF2, though the
error bar of the~005! reflection is considerable, we consi
tently find a contraction of the magnetic form factor of abo
4–7% along thec axis.

C. Comparison to spin magnetic moments of MnF2 and FeF2

In Table II, the measured spin magnetic moments for
four fluoride compounds are compared. For MnF2, the mag-
netic structure factors given in Ref. 1 have been reevalua
using Becker and Coppens extinction model with Gauss
line shape. This gives a spin magnetic moment ofm̄S
55.04(6)mB . This model is better adapted to the sm
rocking curve widths of this crystal then the Zacharias
model used previously. If a 2.5% reduction of the mom
due to zero-point motion is considered,24 this value becomes
5.16(6)mB . This is consistent with the free-ion value ofm
55mB , if the systematic errors given in Ref. 1 are taken in
account. The systematic error due to a small contribution
multiple charge scattering for the magnetic Bragg intensi
can, in the case of MnF2, be comparable to the ESD from
counting statistics, while it is estimated to be much sma
than 0.06mB for the other compounds. Here, the magne
moment was determined from the~300! reflection, since this

TABLE I. Magnetic structure factorsT55 K in electron units
as derived from Eq.~3.1!, using ~a! the magnetic~100! and ~300!
reflections of CoF2 from the BESSRC experiment and~b! the ~100!
and ~500! reflections for the Mu-CAT experiment. Magnetic stru
ture factors of NiF2 are derived from the~001! and ~003! reflec-
tions. The magnetic spin momentmS was obtained by fitting the
respectivê j 0& function for each experiment to the data points se

rately, while the mean magnetic spin momentm̄S is taken from a fit
to all of the data from both experiments.

Compound Reflection Fm mS (mB) m̄S (mB)

~100! 1.994~13!

CoF2 ~a! ~300! 1.037~35! 2.210~22!

~100! 2.007~27! 2.213~17!

CoF2 ~b! ~500! 0.38~13! 2.209~120!
~001! 1.584~35!

NiF2 ~003! 0.389~163! 1.958~22!
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reflection was measured most carefully. The value ofm̄S
53.93(4)mB given for FeF2 is taken from Ref. 3. After cor-
rection for the zero-point reduction of the magnetic mome
we obtain 4.01(5)mB , which shows that the spin of the fre
Fe21-ion is preserved. All values given in Table II are pr
sented without correction for the moment reduction due
the zero-point motion.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have combined results from CoF2 and
NiF2 with previous data on MnF2 ~Refs. 2,1! and FeF2
~Ref. 3!. The latter have been reevaluated to take into
count factors such as the low-temperature behavior of
magnetic intensity and in the case of MnF2, the use of the
Becker and Coppens extinction model, which is mo
adapted for the small rocking curve widths of this crystal

As shown in Table II we find that all four compound
show Ising-type behavior in the critical region. For MnF2
and FeF2, this was discussed in Refs. 2 and 3 respective
The value found for CoF2 of b50.306(6) agrees very wel
with the result b50.305(30) obtained by Cowley an
Carneiro,25 who fit the power law only in a region of a few
mK close toTN . In the study presented here, this expone
was found to be valid over a region between 0.7TN andTN .

Our data on the spin magnetic moment of MnF2 , FeF2,
and NiF2 confirm the ionic character of these compound
the full free-ion moment is found. We cannot reproduce
results obtained by Brown, Figgis, and Reynolds26,27 who
suggest a spin depolarization due to a covalent bond frac
of 10% between Fe and F and 28% between Ni and F fr
polarized neutron diffraction andab initio calculations of
spin densities in the local density approximation. Our resu
agree with those of Palmer and Jauch,17 who performed mul-
tipole refinement ofg-ray diffraction data at room tempera
ture, as well as at 15 K and concluded that both compou
show ionic character.

In contrast, the spin magnetic moment measured for C2
is considerably reduced from the free-ion value. For the f
compounds, the electronic charge-density distributions h
been studied using highly accurate structure factors m
sured with 316.5-keVg radiation. In all cases, the total num
ber of 3d electrons on the metal ion~i.e., the monopole popu
lation! turned out to be virtually identical with the forma
integer values, e.g.,P(3d)56.95(3)e for CoF2.19 The spin
reduction on Co therefore cannot be related to charge tr

-

r
nergy x
so
TABLE II. Spin quantum numberS of the M21 ion, together with thegz value determined by othe
methods. This is compared to the mean value of the spin magnetic moment measured with high-e
rays. The critical temperatureTN and exponentb as determined with high-energy x-ray diffraction are al
listed.

S gz m̄S (mB) TN ~K! b

MnF2 2.5 2.00 5.04~6! ~Ref. 1! 67.71~1! 0.333~3! ~Ref. 2!
FeF2 2 2.25~Ref. 32! 3.93~4! ~Ref. 3! 75.81~11! 0.329~18! ~Ref. 3!
CoF2 1.5 2.60~Ref. 30! 2.21~2! 39.14~1! 0.306~6!

NiF2 1 2.35~Ref. 33! 1.96~2! 74.1~1! 0.311~5!
7-7
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fer towards the ligands. It should be pointed out that cons
erable reductions were observed in the case of the transi
metal monoxides with valence monopole populations
6.42~4! and 4.75~2! on the metal ion in CoO~Ref. 28! and
MnO ~Ref. 29!. Instead of charge transfer, a mixture of hig
spin and low-spin configurations in the 3d orbitals may oc-
cur in CoF2, which could lead to a considerable reduction
the magnetic moment. Molecular-field calculations
Lines31 give a effective spin ofS51.09, which is reduced to
a value of S51.06 by spin waves. Our findings strong
support this result. In this theory, only spin operators wh
describe the two lowest molecular field states have been
cluded, but this seems already to describe our data very w

When the temperature dependence of the sublattice m
netization in CoF2 is compared to the temperature depe
dences of the other three compounds, it becomes clear
anisotropy, i.e., a nonquenched orbital contribution, is s
nificant for CoF2 and leads to more rapid saturation. Unlik
MnF2, in which the anisotropy field acting on the Mn21 ion
is much weaker than the exchange field, for CoF2 the oppo-
site is true. Therefore, a totally different magnetic behav
and a reduction of the spin magnetic moment is quite p
sible. The CoF2 g factor of g52.60 calculated by Khan
et al.30 clearly shows a considerable contribution of an
bital moment to the total magnetization. It is larger than
values corresponding to the other three compounds
shown in Table II.

A neutron magnetic-moment determination performed
Erickson resulted in ag factor ofg52 (3 mB) for CoF2.34 If
we consider the real orbital contribution described by
actualg factor of g52.6 mentioned before, we arrive at
value for the pure spin of 1.15 which is virtually identic
with our value ofSz51.129(9). This result is supported by
indirect measurements of the time-averaged spin^Sz&0 by
NMR ~Ref. 8! and far-infrared absorption spectroscop9

These methods determine the spin, via the ground-state s
ting; they produce the results^Sz&051.3 and 1.13.

The expansion and contraction of the magnetic form f
tor along theQ axis found for CoF2 and NiF2 have not yet
been confirmed by other methods.

Finally, we want to comment on the applicability of th
method to other compounds. Its limits arise from the fact t
the nonresonant magnetic x-ray scattering cross sectio
rather small compared to charge scattering and backgro
signal. The observation of nonresonant Bragg scattering
principle possible for a range of samples. However, in
view the most important information that can be obtained
the determination of the pure spin form factor. Its precis
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measurement described here relies on~i! the high crystal
quality, ~ii ! the rather large magnetic moments,~iii ! the fa-
vorable ratio of the number of unpaired electrons, to the to
number of electrons and~iv! the simple domain state of th
compounds under investigation. In this respect, the transi
metal difluorides are extremely well suited.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have reported measurements of the absolute spin m
netic moment and the temperature dependence of the
resonant magnetic intensities in CoF2 and NiF2, and com-
pared these to earlier results on MnF2 and FeF2.

MnF2 , FeF2, and NiF2 behave quite classically. The spi
magnetic moment at saturation corresponds to the free
value, if a reduction due to zero-point spin fluctuations
taken into account and the overall temperature depende
follows a mean-field behavior. This demonstrates the do
nant ionic character of these compounds. CoF2, on the other
hand, shows a significant reduction of the spin magnetic m
ment in saturation: 25% compared to the value of the f
Co21 ion. The overall temperature dependence differs s
nificantly from a mean-field curve and indicates a stro
crystal-field anisotropy. We attribute this behavior to a no
quenched orbital contribution which also causes theg values
which differ significantly from 2. In the critical region, on
the other hand, all four compounds show critical expone
b characteristic of an Ising-type universality class. Fina
we find a contraction and expansion of the spin-density d
tribution compared to that of the free ion for the compoun
CoF2 and NiF2. This is a typical solid-state effect.

We conclude that nonresonant scattering of high-energ
rays provides highly precise and detailed information on
spin density which can serve as test data for dens
functional theories of these rather simple compounds.
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